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Abstrat
We disuss a veloity seletion tehnique for obtaining old atoms, in whih all atoms below a
ertain energy are spatially seleted from the surrounding atom loud. Veloity seletion an in
some ases be more eient than other ooling tehniques for the preparation of ultraold atom
louds in one dimension. With quantum mehanial and lassial simulations and theory we present
a sheme using a dipole fore barrier to selet the oldest atoms from a magnetially trapped atom
loud. The dipole and magneti potentials reate a loal minimum whih traps the oldest atoms.
A unique advantage of this tehnique is the sharp ut-o in the veloity distribution of the sample
of seleted atoms. Suh a non-thermal distribution should prove useful for a variety of experiments,
inluding proposed studies of atomi tunneling and sattering from quantum potentials. We show
that when the rms size of the atom loud is smaller than the loal minimum in whih the seleted
atoms are trapped, the veloity seletion tehnique an be more eient in 1-D than some ommon
tehniques suh as evaporative ooling. For example, one simulation shows nearly 6% of the atoms
retained at a temperature 100 times lower than the starting ondition.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Advanes in laser ooling of neutral atoms during the last two deades have led to ob-
servations of many new phenomena[1, 2, 3, 4℄ as well as the development of a variety of
atom-optis tehnologies[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. To study some of these eets, suh
as quantum tunneling, and studies in quantum haos, only require that the atoms being
studied be old in one dimension[13, 14, 15, 16℄. For suh studies, ooling atoms in only
one dimension should serve the purpose and an prove more eient than ooling in all
three dimensions. Cooling in one dimension has been previously studied in proesses suh
as `delta kik' ooling, whih ompresses the veloity distribution of an atom loud with
magneti eld gradients, paid for with an inrease in the spatial distribution, thus onserv-
ing phase spae density[17℄. As well, atoms have been ooled to the ground state of a one
dimensional optial lattie[18, 19℄.
In this paper, we analyze an eient and straightforward method to ahieve low one
dimensional temperatures in neutral atoms through veloity seletion. The tehnique takes
advantage of the fat that in an atom loud with a Gaussian veloity distribution there
is a large population near zero veloity along any individual diretion. By utilizing the
dipole fore to manipulate the motion and spatial position of atoms, a proess dependent on
the atoms' own energies, old atoms an be separated from their high energy ounterparts.
Manipulation of atoms with the dipole fore is a ommon experimental tehnique and has
been used in several ways suh as atom trapping[20, 21℄, reetion of atoms[8℄, quantum
state engineering[22℄, and a similar seletion of low energy atoms in an optial lattie[23, 24℄.
We show here that this version of veloity seletion an not only provide old samples of
atoms at high eienies, but even pure 1-D quantum states at high eienies when in the
ultraold regime of ∼ 10nK. Experimental studies on this tehnique were performed in this
laboratory in parallel with this theoretial study[25℄.
II. VELOCITY SELECTION OVERVIEW
The proposed veloity seletion proess is the following: atoms are trapped in a weak
quadrupole magneti trap, while a blue-detuned laser sheet sweeps through the trap. The
repulsive potential due to the blue-detuned laser pushes the older atoms (those with less
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kineti energy than the laser potential) away from the more energeti atoms whih an
lassially overome this potential. The result is a old sample of atoms spatially separated
from the original atom loud. Away from the enter of the magneti trap the magneti
potential is approximately separable allowing us to express the ombined magneti and
optial potential in one dimension. (This approximation ould be made exat by using a
harmoni rather than quadrupole potential.) A shemati of this is shown in gure 1. The
ombination of the magneti and dipole potentials results in a potential of
U = UM + UD = µB
′ |x|+ U0 exp
[
−(x− xD)
2
2w20
]
(1)
where µ is the atomi magneti moment, B′ is the spatial gradient of the magneti trap, xD
is the position of the dipole barrier, w0 is the rms width of the dipole barrier, and U0 is the
peak of the dipole fore potential. To make the above potential onservative, the detuning of
the laser from the atom's resonant frequeny must be large enough so that photon absorption
by the atoms is negligible. In typial dipole experiments in whih onservative potentials
are required, a detuning of δ & 1000Γ is suient, where Γ is the natural linewidth of the
atom. This ombination of the magneti and dipole potentials is shown in gure 2. Note
from gure 2b that the well depth is not equal to the height of the dipole potential barrier,
U0, but rather Ueff , whih is somewhat smaller due to the nite width of the barrier.
After the seletion proess shown in gure 1, the seleted atoms nd themselves in the
potential well bounded on one side by the magneti trap and on the other by the dipole fore
beam. The atomi veloity distribution of this seleted loud is a trunated Gaussian, with
no atoms having energy greater than the depth of the potential well. It's important to note
that when an atom loud is seleted at a temperature we dene as Teff ≡ 2Ueff/kB, where
kB is Boltzmann's onstant, this does not desribe the rms kineti energy, but the absolute
maximum kineti energy of the hottest atoms in the sample. Suh a trunated distribution
is required, in partiular, for a planned experiment studying the tunneling of
85Rb through
a relatively marosopi barrier[14℄. It must be known for ertain that no atoms in the
sample have energy greater than the barrier height, or else they ould traverse the barrier
lassially. In a thermal distribution, there would always be the possibility of lassial
traversal by atoms in the high energy tails of the distribution. Similar onsiderations apply
to other experiments, suh as proposed studies of quantum potential sattering[26℄.
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III. CLASSICAL THEORY AND SIMULATION
Until the temperature of the atom loud is in the ultra low regime where quantum eets
begin to dominate, the veloity seletion proess an be largely desribed by lassial physis.
By onsidering the magneti and dipole potentials as lassial, onservative potentials, the
dependene of the eieny of the seletion proess on various parameters an be studied
when still in this regime.
We begin with a desription of the `experiment' and analyti estimates of seletion ef-
ieny before presenting the results of the lassial simulations. We start with an atom
loud with Gaussian spatial and veloity distributions of rms radius r0 and rms veloity v0
respetively. The initial temperature is T0 = mv
2
0/kB.
We model a dipole fore beam moving slowly through the atom loud. When the dipole
beam is moved slowly enough, whether or not an individual atom is swept up by the barrier
depends only on whether its total energy is greater than that of the potential reated by
the barrier. Of prinipal interest is how the eieny of the seletion proess depends on
barrier height for dierent atom loud sizes, temperatures, and magneti eld gradients.
Three separate regimes our, in whih the dependene of eieny on barrier height diers
drastially. Whih regime the experiment is in depends on the ratio of the initial kineti
energy (〈KE〉i = 12mv20) to the variation of magneti potential energy aross the loud
(〈PE〉i =
√
2/piµB′r0).
The rst regime (〈KE〉i ≫ 〈PE〉i) ours when the rms radius of the atom loud is
muh smaller than the size of the potential well formed by the magneti gradient and dipole
barrier (r0 ≪ rw). Sine the magneti trap is linear in position, rw ∼ Ueff/(µB′). When
r0 ≪ rw very few atoms are given signiant potential energy by the magneti gradient,
as most atoms are always near the minimum of the potential well. Therefore the veloity
seletion proess selets atoms by their kineti energy only. The requirement for seletion
of an atom in this regime is merely
1
2
mv2 < Ueff , or v < vc ≡
√
2Ueff/m =
√
kBTeff/m.
We dene the eieny of the proess to be the ratio of number of atoms seleted during
the proess to the total number of atoms in the loud. In this regime this eieny is given
by an error funtion of the original Gaussian veloity distribution
ηKE =
1√
2piv0
∫ +vc
−vc
exp
[
− v
2
2v20
]
dv (2)
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At low barrier heights, that is, for Teff < T0, this an be approximated by
ηKE ≃
√
2
pi
(
vc
v0
)
=
√
2Teff
piT0
. (3)
This is the desired regime for the experiment, as the eieny of the seletion proess may
be high even for large temperature ratios. For example, atoms as old as 10nK (similar
to temperatures required for future experiments) ould be obtained from an atom loud at
1µK with an eieny of ∼ 8%. This is to be ontrasted with typial eienies of < 1%
for evaporative ooling by a fator of 100 in temperature[27, 28℄
The other extreme ours when r0 ≫ rw (〈KE〉i . 〈PE〉i), that is, when the atom loud
size is muh greater than the size of the potential well. In this ase, even though the initial
atom temperature, T0, may be muh less than the dipole potential height, a signiant
amount of potential energy is given to many of the atoms by the magneti gradient. The
requirement for seletion of an atom now involves both the kineti and potential energy
of the atom, Ua + KEa < Ueff . During the seletion proess, atoms are being seleted
by their kineti energy as well as their potential energy, given by their position in the
potential well. Consider the requirement for an atom of zero kineti energy to be seleted.
The atom must be lose enough to the well minimum that its energy is less than the well
depth; µBB
′x < Ueff , or x < xc ≃ Ueff/(µBB′) = kBTeff/(2µBB′). For an atom loud
with a gaussian spatial distribution then, the eieny of seletion, in terms of the spatial
omponent only, is another error funtion integral:
ηPE =
1√
2pir0
∫ xc
xD
exp
[
− x
2
2r20
]
dx (4)
Again, for low barrier heights suh that Teff < T0, this an be approximated as ηPE ≃√
2/pi(xc/r0) ≃
√
2/piTeffkB/(2r0µBB
′). In onjuntion with the square root dependene
of eieny on barrier height when only the kineti energy is being onsidered, the expeted
eieny, in the low barrier limit, beomes η ≃ βT 3/2eff , where β = kB/(T 1/20 r0piµBB′). A
dependene of this sort is less desirable than that of equation (3), as the eieny falls o
faster than the nal temperature. (Note that in evaporative ooling, eieny is typially
roughly linear in temperature.)
In between these two regimes, the eieny should be approximately linear with barrier
height, η ∝ Teff . The exat expression for the eieny in all ases for this desription of
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the seletion proess is
η =
1
2piv0r0
∫ vc
−vc
exp
[
− v
2
2v20
] ∫ x=xc
xD
exp
[
− x
2
2r20
]
dxdv. (5)
Note that sine, in the general ase, the ritial position for seletion is xc = (Ueff −
1
2
mv2)/(µBB
′), this equation is quite onvoluted. This expression has been numerially
evaluated for various regimes and gives the same qualitative dependenes as the atual
lassial simulation.
Figure 3 shows the results of the simulation for seletion eieny versus barrier height
for a very small atom loud (r0 = 25µm) of temperature T0 = 50µK in a well made of
a magneti gradient of B′ = 0.5G/cm , and a dipole barrier with an rms radius of 5µm.
For omparison, the solid line presents the results of equation (3). For these parameters
〈KEi〉 = 373 〈PEi〉. The graph denitely shows an η ∼
√
Teff/T0 dependene of eieny
on barrier height. As many as 5% of the atoms may be seleted at temperatures as low as
Teff = 500nK = T0/100.
Next, shown in gure 4, is the eieny versus barrier height for a muh larger magneti
gradient of 100G/cm, with the other parameters unhanged. Now 〈KEi〉 = 2 〈PEi〉. This
shows muh lower eieny beause of the spatial dependene now present. The aompany-
ing solid line shows the βT
3/2
eff dependene suitable for this regime. Note from the ondition
for the large loud size limit, r0 ≫ Ueff/(µBB′), that a larger initial atom loud size, as
opposed to a larger magneti eld, would also reate an eieny of this dependene.
IV. QUANTUM THEORY AND SIMULATIONS
It is at ultra low temperatures that quantum eets start to beome evident. Performing
simulations using quantum theory allows us to explore these low energy eets not predited
by the lassial desription. Instead of onsidering a lassial Gaussian loud of atoms, we
now start with an initial wavefuntion ψ(x, t = 0) given by
ψ(x, t = 0) =
∑
n
ψn(x, t = 0)P
1/2
n e
iφn =
∑
n
(
1
2pix20
)1/4
exp
[
−(x− xn)
2
4x20
]
P 1/2n (xn)e
iφn
(6)
where Pn(xn) =
(
1
2pir2
0
)1/2
exp
[
− x2n
2r2
0
]
is the weighting due to the overall gaussian distribu-
tion of the ensemble, ψn(x, t = 0) =
(
1
2pix2
0
)1/4
exp
[
− (x−xn)2
4x2
0
]
, and φn is a random phase.
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Random phases were given to eah omponent to ensure that there is no phase oherene be-
tween individual omponents, making the initial wavefuntion a olletion of highly loalized
energeti atoms. To make sure this is the ase we analyze the initial momentum distribution
with a Fourier transform and hek that it resembles a fairly smooth gaussian distribution
of rms momentum width p0 = ~/(2x0). The result is one representation of a thermal
loud of atoms of rms radius r0, and initial kineti energy 〈KE〉i = p20/(2m). For these
simulations we use the mass of
85Rb. The wavefuntion ψ(x, t) obeys the time dependent
Shrodinger equation i~ ∂
∂t
ψ(x, t) = (H0 + U(x, t))ψ(x, t) where H0 = −~2/(2m)∂2/∂x2 and
U(x, t) is the ombined magneti and dipole potential. The solution to the time dependent
Shrodinger equation is found by using the split-operator method and evolving the initial
wavefuntion in time by
ψ(x, t+∆t) = exp
[
− i
~
∫ t+∆t
t
(H0 + U(x, t)) dt
]
ψ(x, t)
= exp
[
− i~
4m
∆t
∂2
∂x2
]
exp
[
− i
~
∆tU(x, t)
]
exp
[
− i~
4m
∆t
∂2
∂x2
]
ψ(x, t). (7)
This equation is evaluated in momentum spae. A Fourier transform then yields the nal
real spae wavefuntion ψ(x, tf). The nal result of the veloity seletion is then found
from |ψ(x, tf)|2 to obtain the probability distribution. Beause of the random phases be-
tween eah ψn(x, tf)e
iφn
, |ψ(x, tf )|2 =
∣∣∣∑n P 1/2n (xn)ψn(x, tf )eiφn∣∣∣2 an also be written as∑
n Pn(xn) |ψn(x, tf)|2, making lear the onnetion of this approah to a more omputa-
tionally intense density-matrix approah.
Shown in gure 5 is a plot of the total probability distribution |Ψ(x, tf )|2 after seletion
in a magneti trap of 10nK/µm gradient along with a dipole barrier with a 97nK depth and
5µm rms width whih, together, make a potential well of 4.6nK. Also shown is the potential,
U(x, tf ), showing a loal minimum at 27µm in whih seleted atoms are trapped. The
original atom loud has an rms radius of r0 = 8µm, while the rms width of eah individual
wavepaket, ψn(x, t = 0), is x0 = 0.07µm, orresponding to a temperature of T0 = 292nK
(a reasonable starting point after tehniques suh as delta-kik ooling)[17℄. The result of
the seletion is a thermal atom loud whih has expanded in the weak magneti eld due
to its kineti energy. At the loal minimum is the seleted portion of the wavefuntion,
representing 5.8% of the original wavefuntion and having a width of ∼ 2µm. The energy
of the seleted atom loud, ψs(x), is found by projeting out ψs(x) and alulating the
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expetation values of its potential and kineti energy. Potential energy is given by
〈PEs〉 =
∫
|ψs(x)|2 [U(x, tf )− Umin] dx (8)
where the low point of the well Umin is subtrated so that the result is with respet to the
loal minimum. For the kineti energy, a transform into momentum spae, ψ˜s(p), is made
and the expression
〈KEs〉 =
∫ ∣∣∣ψ˜s(p)∣∣∣2 p2
2m
dp (9)
is evaluated. The results for the wavepaket shown in gure 5 are a potential energy of
1.6nK and a kineti energy of 1.15nK. Close to the minimum of the potential well, the
shape is very lose to a harmoni potential. If a harmoni approximation is made, one
obtains a trap frequeny (for
85Rb) of 280Hz orresponding to a ground state energy of
2.1nK, and rst exited state energy of. 3.15nK While the seleted wavefuntion shown
in gure 5 ertainly looks like the ground state of a harmoni osillator, the dierene in
potential and kineti energy in the loud and its dierene in total energy from the expeted
ground state energy points to some slight anharmoniity in the potential well as well as a
slight mixture with the rst exited state.
Shown in gure 6 is a similar plot with the same atomi-loud parameters as for gure
5, but here a larger dipole potential of 107nK reates a deeper well of Ueff = 9.8nK. The
result is a slightly larger seleted wavefuntion no longer resembling the ground state of the
well.
The quantum simulation also yields a predition for the expeted seletion eienies.
By integrating over the probability distribution for the seleted loud, |ψs(x)|2, the eieny
of seletion for the 4.6nK and 9.8nK well depths shown in gures 5 and 6 were found to
be 5.8% and 8.5% respetively. By varying the height of the dipole barrier, a graph of the
eieny versus well depth may be onstruted with the quantum theory for omparison
to the lassial preditions. Figure 7 shows the dependene of the eieny on the well
depth, Ueff for the same parameters as used for gures 5 and 6 but with a varying potential.
Also shown, in dashed lines, is the eieny versus well depth as alulated by the lassial
simulation for the same parameters. In the inset are shown the results of the quantum
simulation for very small well depths. The quantum simulation shows general agreement
with the lassial simulations. For low dipole barriers however, the quantum simulation
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produes an eieny urve with some step struture, indiating energy gaps for whih an
inrease in barrier height does not show a orresponding eieny inrease.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a method of not only ahieving ultra-low one dimensional temperatures
in samples of atoms, but also of reating spei quantum states and nonthermal mixtures
in a potential well. For very small louds of . 50µm a large number (∼ 5%) of atoms an
be seleted with an eieny whih varies as the square root of the nal temperature. This
is muh more eonomial than tehniques whose eieny drops linearly with temperature.
The tehnique also guarantees a maximum energy set by the parameters of the experiment.
This sharp ut-o in the veloity distribution is useful when performing experiments in whih
the energy of eah atom must be below a ertain limit, where a Boltzmann distribution
would be unsatisfatory. Our theory and simulations show that there are experimentally
aessible parameter regimes where veloity seletion an be more eient in terms of nal
atom number than existing ooling methods at similar temperatures. Atoms at temperatures
of . 20nK are shown to be in non-lassial states, but as higher temperatures are seleted,
the resultant loud is inreasingly lassial. These harateristis of the veloity seletion
tehnique provide the motivation for present experimental work on the method[25℄.
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Figure 1: Shemati of veloity seletion proess. Atoms are rst plaed in a shallow
magneti trap. Moving dipole potential then sweeps old atoms up the magneti potential
away from more energeti atoms.
Figure 2: Shape of ombined potential of quadrupole magneti elds and blue detuned
dipole fore laser beam. Close-up shows eet of gradient of magneti potential and width
of dipole beam on the well delpth.
Figure 3: Simulated eieny versus barrier height for a 25µm, 50µK atom loud in a
0.5G/cm magneti potential. For low Ueff (≪ kBT0), the eieny an be approximated
by the analyti expression η =
√
2Teff/(piT0), shown by the solid line. This favorable
dependene is seen for parameters suh that µBB
′r0 ≪ Ueff , illustrating the regime where
negligible potential energy is given to the atom loud by the magneti trap potential.
Figure 4: Simulated eieny dependene graph for a 25µm, 50µK atom loud in a
100G/cm magneti potential. With these parameters, µBB
′r0 ≫ Ueff and eieny now
has a dependene on both the veloity and spatial omponents of the atom loud, resulting
in a dependene at low well depths whih an be approximated by η = βTeff
3/2
whih is
shown as the solid line for omparison.
Figure 5. Probability distribution, |Ψ(x, tf )|2, of a thermal atomi loud after veloity
seletion. The seleted loud, ψs(x), is towards the left of the plot in a 4.6nK loal minimum,
spatially separated from the rest of the more energeti atoms remaining in the enter of the
trap. 5.8% of the original atom loud was seleted to form this wavepaket having potential
and kineti energies of 1.6nK and 1.15nK respetively. The initial atom loud had a rms
size of 8µm and an rms temperature of 292nK making a ratio of nal to initial temperature
Tf/T0 ≃ 1/100. Note the resemblene of the seleted probability distribution to that of a
single pure quantum state in this harmoni-like potential. Also shown is the ombination of
the magneti and dipole potentials showing a shallow well where the seleted wavefuntion
is resting.
Figure 6: Plot of |Ψ(x, tf )|2 for a deeper potential well of 9.8nK. Atoms were seleted
into the loal minimum here with an eieny of 8.5% and a ratio of nal to initial tem-
perature of Tf/T0 ≃ 1/30. At this deeper seletion potential more than one bound state is
observed as shown by the struture in the seleted wavepaket.
Figure 7: A plot of eieny of seletion versus the potential depth, Ueff alulated
from the quantum simulation (solid line) as well as from the lassial simulation (dashed
12
line) for omparison. Insets show the seleted wavefuntions, ψs(x), from gures 5 and 6
and their relative positions on the eieny urve.
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